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Dear Friends,
As the CEO of the REDAL biofuel company, my job involves a lot of meetings
with Western-Europe based companies that distribute or retail products like
wood pellets and wood briquettes. These meetings (successful and otherwise)
have been my guiding light in optimizing our company's processes and product
range. And, after ten years in the business, I am conﬁdent in saying that REDAL
has found and perfected a formula to satisfy even the most demanding of
clients.
We put this catalogue together to explain this formula to biofuel dealers.
Product information is available in the back part of the catalogue. This
publication, however, is no mere product catalogue. It's also full of insightful
content that explains the inner workings of our company. In the following
pages, we explore a variety of topics including the growing popularity of our
animal-themed wood pellet brands, our supply chain, and our oﬃce life in
Šiauliai, Lithuania. Another piece that you will likely appreciate features an
interview with one of our top clients in Italy, giving you an opportunity to hear
direct feedback from a biofuel distributor that has been working with REDAL for
more than three years.
Before proceeding to dissecting the core elements of our business formula, I
would like to take an opportunity to congratulate my team for the
breakthroughs and milestones of 2019. First, this was the year when REDAL
began transporting wood pellets by ship. This fact is a perfect illustration of
growth: when you have clients that buy 3000 tons of wood pellets at a time,
road transportation no longer makes sense economically, and needs to give
way to water transportation.
Second, 2019 was a great year for rabbits, grizzlies, foxes, boars, wolves, and
deer. I am talking about our animal-themed wood pellet products that hit the
market in 2018. In less than two years, these cute brands have conquered the
hearts of customers in all of our key markets (Italy, Germany, France, Belgium,
and the U. K.). The success of these brands conﬁrmed our original premise:
wood pellet and wood briquette buying families are more receptive to
products that come in emotionally-appealing packaging than they are to dull
generic products.
Our success is your success too. The more we grow together with our client
companies, the more advantages we can reap together from economy of scale.
One thing, however, will always remain unchanged despite the passing of the
years. As rangers of the European biofuel market, we will serve our partners by
following a philosophy that is captured in our company slogan: No Task Too
Steep. No Forest Too Deep. You can send us on the hardest biofuel mission to
the deepest of forests. And we will not come back empty.
Dear colleagues, I hope you will enjoy getting to know us in the pages ahead. If
you have any questions about our company, I am always open for
correspondence at edvardas@redal.eu.
Yours truly,
Edvardas Karžinauskas
C.E.O
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FOREST CRITTERS ON THE MOVE / pages 6-7
In the ﬁrst piece of the publication, we interview our sales managers for the markets of Germany, Italy, United Kingdom, France and
Belgium. Vilma, Rasa, Oksana and Emilija talk about our new line of animal-themed wood pellet brands and how they are being
received in diﬀerent European countries. This is a must-read for dealers who are considering to add our wood pellet and wood
briquette products to their range.

RANGER EXPEDITIONS / pages 8-11
For those of you who are hearing of REDAL for the ﬁrst time, it may sound somewhat surprising that we call ourselves the rangers of
the European biofuel market. This article explains what we mean by the ranger metaphor. To get our clients in Western Europe the
best product for the best price, we must work tirelessly to connect with top biofuel manufacturers in Eastern Europe. In this piece,
our rangers (i.e. purchasing managers) talk about the hardships and adventures they experience on their regular trips to supplier
plants.

FEEDBACK FROM FROSINONE / pages 12-14
For this piece, we sat down with Daniele Franceschini, a general manager at Pellet Centro Italia, to absorb his insights about the
biofuel market and the partnership between our two companies. What are the key building blocks in developing a successful
biofuel distribution company? How is REDAL performing as Pellet Centro Italia's provider of wood pellets? Which wood pellet
brands do Italian consumers like best? These are just some of the questions that our esteemed client from Italy talks about in the
interview.

EGYPTIAN ADVENTURES / pages 16-19
This is a story about our company's week-long retreat in Egypt. We want our partners to know us from all sides. Because we feel that
it's much easier to trust someone when you see their human side. In this piece, therefore, you will see us working and partying in
beach outﬁts! This is also a story about the positive eﬀects a workation can have on team morale and strategic thinking. Having an
opportunity to step back from our routines, we used our workation to set new strategic objectives for our company's long-term
growth. Perhaps you can apply the lessons of this story to your own company.

FINDING OUR WHY / pages 20-25
In his inspirational work – Start with Why – Simon Sinek encouraged companies to ﬁnd their true purpose. In the words of Simon
Sinek, people don't buy what you do, they buy why you do it. We applied Sinek's advice and his methodology to discover our big
WHY. In this piece, we reﬂect on our spiritual journey. If you are looking for a long-term biofuel supplier, we strongly advise you to
read this article. Because long-term partnerships are only possible if the two companies believe in the same values.

YOUNG BLOOD / pages 26-27
Workplace happiness is a key priority at REDAL. One of the ways to boost employee wellbeing is to show appreciation where it's
due. In this piece, we celebrate the accomplishments of Emilija Pukevičiūtė, our youngest employee. Two years ago, she was still in
school. Now she is making major deals as a sales manager for the French and Belgian markets, while also transforming our oﬃce
culture. We sat down with Emilija to talk about her experiences working for our company.

PRODUCT CATALOGUE / pages 28-33
Last but not least, you will ﬁnd detailed information on all of our wood pellet and wood briquette products.
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THE FOREST CRITTERS THAT EUROPE
HAS FALLEN IN LOVE WITH
REDAL sales managers discuss the market's reception of animal-themed brands
In 2017-2018, REDAL underwent a comprehensive
rebranding and marketing overhaul to reﬂect our
values and improve the appeal of our wood pellet and
briquette brands. The main fruit of this overhaul was
our new line of animal-themed products.
In the wood pellets category, we now oﬀer six such
products: The White Wolf superior wood pellets, The
Red Deer royal wood pellets, The Siberian Grizzly
frosty winter wood pellets, The Wise Fox golden wood
pellets, The Noble Boar budget friendly wood pellets,
and The Invincible Rabbit super bargain wood pellets.
Later on, another four cute forest critters made their
way onto our wood briquette product labels: The
Sleepy Hedgehog premium quality wood briquettes,
The European Turtle brick-shaped wood briquettes,
The Fearless Weasel ultimate-power wood briquettes,
and The Poetic Mole elegant-ﬂame wood briquettes.

“We love your animal branding! It's fun
and unique and we would be very
interested in stocking this range” –
client from the U.K.
Q&A with Sales Managers
Now that our sales managers have two years of
experience under their belts working with these
products, we decided to sit them down and ask a few
questions about the market's reception of the animalthemed brands.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE OVERALL
IMPACT OF THESE PRODUCTS ON SALES?

Oksana
English Speaking Markets
I think it gave our company a certain uniqueness. We
must realize that clients are in contact with multiple
biofuel providers, and receive countless sales pitches
every week. However, our products stand out from the
crowd, and it's much easier for potential clients to
diﬀerentiate us from the competition.

also realize that their end-customers will also perceive
them as unique. That gives savvy clients an opportunity
to raise their proﬁt margins. When a family purchases a
bag of Siberian Grizzly wood pellets, they are not buying a
generic product, but rather an emotionally appealing
brand with a cute label and a nice little story for the whole
family.

Emilija
French Speaking Markets
My personal experience is that these brands helped
diﬀerentiate our own assortment. When you are talking
with several dealers in the same geographic area, you
hear an oft-repeated argument: “There is another
company that is already selling your products, and I don't
want to be selling the same stuﬀ”. We don't have this
problem anymore. Diﬀerent clients can choose diﬀerent
critters or oven our old brands like Vulcan and ECOline.
Everybody wins.

Vilma
Rasa

German Speaking Markets

Italian Speaking Markets
I would like to follow up on Oksana's comment. Not only
do clients remember us because of these products, they
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In b2b sales, price is the king, and everything else comes
after that. I must, therefore, confess that in the beginning
I was a little bit skeptical about this style or branding. My

fear was that some of the clients would think that the
products were a bit too extravagant. I now realize that my
fears were unfounded. In fact, most potential clients
show a genuine interest in our products' design and
storytelling. This helps start the conversation on the right
foot.

diﬀerent products: the Siberian Grizzly, the Red Deer, the
White Wolf, the Wise Fox, and the Noble Boar. From what
I hear from them, end-customers are simply much
happier when they buy these cute-looking products.

“J'aime beaucoup le sanglier! Pas dans
mon assiette ...je suis végétarien” –
client from France

ANIMAL-THEMED BRANDS HAVE SLOWLY BUT
SURELY OUTPERFORMED OUR OLD RANGE OF
PRODUCTS. IS IT MAINLY DUE TO NEW CLIENTS
JUMPING ON BOARD? HOW ABOUT OUR OLD
CLIENTS, IS IT EASY FOR THEM TO SWITCH GEARS?

Vilma
The truth of the matter is that everybody loves animals!
Our biggest client in Germany used to sell a lot of
diﬀerent wood pellet products from our old range, but
now they're all in on the beasts. Thanks to them, a lot of
German homeowners are now accustomed to warming
up their homes with the help of the fox and the boar.

Emilija
We have multiple cases of companies that, despite all the
persuasions, had never bought from us until we
launched our animal-themed range. I have one such
client in Belgium who fell in love with the Wise Fox
(ENplus A1). They were the ﬁrst company to introduce
this brand in Belgium.

Oksana
For some unexplained reason, most producers still think
that branding doesn't matter in this ﬁeld, and continue to
sell wood pellets and briquettes in dull generic
packaging. We chose a diﬀerent approach and are now
reaping the beneﬁts. Old and new clients alike are
adopting our cute forest creatures. Animal-themed
wood pellets can now be found in shops all across
Western Europe. The next challenge is to do the same
with wood briquettes. It's time for our weasels, turtles,
hedgehogs and moles to conquer the old Continent.

“Holzpellets "The Wise Fox" sind wirklich
königliche Holzpellets!” client from Germany

Rasa
Animal-themed products are a big success in Italy among
both old and new clients. One of our best clients in this
country is a dealer from Piedmont. They immediately
recognized the potential of these brands and switched
gears. They are now oﬀering their customers ﬁve
NO TASK TOO STEEP.
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INSIDE THE LIFE OF BIOFUEL
MARKET RANGERS:
Purchasing Managers Reﬂect on Visits to Supplier Plants
One of the reasons why we chose the ranger metaphor
to describe our company's identity was to emphasize
the hard work we put in connecting Eastern suppliers
with Western buyers. You see, some people may have
a misconception about what a company like REDAL
does. “If we could cut out the middle man,” they may
think to themselves, “we could get a much better deal
from the primary suppliers of biomass”. We can only
wish them good luck.
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Because you see, in Europe, biofuel products like wood
pellets and briquettes typically originate in the
densely-forested East, and end up being used to warm
up the households of the West. Connecting these two
worlds is not an online buy-sell operation like some
would imagine. It's about all the hard work that's
required to bridge the geographical, cultural, and
communication divides that exist between suppliers in
countries like Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Poland and

Croatia, and retailers in countries like Italy, France,
Germany, Belgium, and the UK.
Our clients know that our eastward-looking sourcing
side of business is not what most of them are
accustomed to. It's full of on-the-ground expeditions
undertaken by our Russian-speaking rangers to meet
forestry companies and biofuel suppliers located in
remote and not easily accessible wooded locations in
Far Eastern Europe.
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We sat down with our purchasing managers and asked
them a few questions about their recent adventures.

AS RANGERS OF THE BIOFUEL MARKET, YOU
PROBABLY EXPERIENCE A LOT OF ADVENTURES. CARE TO SHARE SOME OF THEM WITH
THE READERS OF OUR CATALOGUE?

Gytis

GUYS, YOUR JOB INVOLVES A LOT OF TRAVEL TO
REMOTE LOCATIONS. WHY ARE THESE TRIPS
NECESSARY?

Svetlana

Meeting face-to-face with our suppliers is always a great
and uplifting experience. Most of them are friends by
now. And while negotiations are always tough, suppliers
usually show great hospitality. What often proves to be
challenging, however, is getting to our suppliers'
locations. For example, crossing the Russian border
usually involves several hours of waiting time and some
tough love from unfriendly border guards. Once you and
your vehicle are allowed to enter the Russian territory,
you face hours and hours of driving across this vast
country. During a recent expedition, I crossed paths with
a column of Russian tanks and armored vehicles which
was a sight both breathtaking and frightening.

A lot of it is down to culture. In countries like Russia,
Ukraine and Belarus, many businesses still prefer the
old-school way of doing business. It's the belief that deals
can only be done face to face. So, whenever we need to
establish new partnerships or renegotiate old deals, we
need to pack our bags and start our engines. These trips
are fundamental to building long-standing and trustbased relationships.

Gytis
We also need to go because we need to do inspections
and checks. Just like Apple computers and iPhones are
assembled by companies in China, REDAL wood pellet
and briquette products are contract-manufactured
(according to our requirements) by diﬀerent companies
in Eastern Europe. Before we establish partnerships with
new suppliers, we make numerous visits to their facilities
to make sure that they meet our standards. In other
cases, our buyers express new demands for product
quality or special product characteristics. This means
that we must go meet our suppliers and explain the
technological changes that need to be made in
production or packaging.
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You better have a reliable and powerful car too, for some
of our suppliers are based in forested areas that are
located far away from the main roads. This is not unique
to Russia. Because we usually deal with companies that
source biomass from the forest, it's only natural that they
are located oﬀ the main roads. During a recent visit to a
wood briquette manufacturer in Latvia, I had to take a
gravel road. My ﬁrst problem was a herd of cows blocking
the road. Soon after the cows had decided to let me
through, I got a ﬂat tyre and had to ask the local villagers
for help. In the end, however, you get used to problems
of this nature and you solve them as you go.

Svetlana

Gytis

My typical trip across Belarus or Ukraine lasts about
three to four days. And while distances between supplier
locations are often huge and roads are diﬃcult, I must
say that I am always a happy ranger, not a stressed one,
during these trips. The hospitality shown by our partners
makes up for all the hardships experienced.

As a purchasing manager for REDAL, I am blessed to have
had an opportunity to visit so many awesome places in
Central and Eastern Europe. More often than not, our
suppliers are ready to run a mile in tight shoes to make
me feel welcome and appreciated. It may be a luxurious
deal-closing dinner at a nice restaurant or a nice sightseeing tour. These experiences are truly rewarding. They
also help develop personal relationships which are
fundamental in fostering long-term business
partnerships.

BOTH OF YOU MENTIONED THE HOSPITALITY
SHOWN TO YOU BY OUR COMPANY'S SUPPLIERS. CAN YOU ELABORATE ON THAT?

Svetlana
There are simply too many stories to tell. So, I'll just stick
to the most recent one. During our latest visit to Belarus,
our contract-manufacturer of wood briquettes gave us
an unforgettable tour across his home area. First of all,
Michail let us know that he was a motorcycle rider and
invited us (me and my colleague Arūnas) home to see his
impressive motorcycle collection. Next, he took us to
Golubaya Krinitsa (check it online for more amazing
pictures) which is an outdoor mineral water paradise
regarded as sacred by the locals. Michail also took us to a
local Orthodox church where we got a spiritual tour from
the Reverend Father himself. The priest told us that our
supplier was a big supporter of the church and of the
poor families living in the community. I cannot thank
Michail enough for the meaningful time he gave us so far
away from home.
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TOP CLIENT FROM ITALY REFLECTS
ON PARTNERSHIP WITH REDAL
An Interview with Mr. Daniele Franceschini of Pellet Centro Italia
Potential new clients don't just want to hear
companies brag about themselves. They are far more
interested in hearing what our clients have to say
about biofuel market trends, their experiences in the
industry, and their reﬂections on doing business with
REDAL. For this purpose, we regularly interview our
clients operating in diﬀerent European markets (you
can ﬁnd more of these interviews in our blog segment
“Coﬀee Reads” which is available at our website
www.redal.eu).

DANIELE, HOW DID YOU FIND YOURSELF IN THE
WOOD PELLET BUSINESS?
My family's original business was mainly focused on
vegetables. The reason why we entered the biofuel
business was purely accidental. An opportunity
presented itself for us to buy a truckload of wood pellets
at a good price. We thought to ourselves: we'll move it
somehow! And we did. Such were the humble
beginnings of Pellet Centro Italia.

This time around we sat down to talk with Mr. Daniele
Franceschini who is a general manager at Pellet Centro
Italia, a wood pellet distribution company based in the
province of Frosinone in central Italy. Pellet Centro
Italia has been distributing REDAL products for over
three years now, ever since Daniele found us online in
2016 and sent us an inquiry about our wood shaving
products for animal bedding.

friends. I can say with pride that most of our clients have
become like family members to us. Another factor that
helped us grow was our knack for selecting the most
reliable suppliers.

JUST LIKE REDAL, PELLET CENTRO ITALIA IS A
FAMILY BUSINESS. HOW DID THIS IMPACT THE
DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR COMPANY?

WHAT ARE THE KEY STRENGTHS OF YOUR
BUSINESS THAT HELP YOU GROW AND RETAIN
THE TRUST OF CLIENTS?

Building a business on the foundations of strong family
values is certainly beneﬁcial. There's a much deeper level
of mutual trust and responsibility, and all of that is then
transferred to the rest of the team who become family
members as well. This puts you in a much better position
for success.

Our strategy is simple. Be committed and serious about
everything you do. And don't treat clients as if they were
just numbers in your balance sheet. Treat them as

HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT REDAL, AND
WHAT PROMPTED YOU TO TRY OUR PRODUCTS?
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IT'S BEEN THREE YEARS ALREADY THAT WE ARE
WORKING TOGETHER. WHAT DO YOU APPRECIATE MOST ABOUT OUR PARTNERSHIP?

Everybody at Pellet Centro Italia is very pleased about
this partnership. Experience has taught us that REDAL is
a competent, productive and transparent company that
is always ready to solve unexpected challenges. I think
that there's a level of trust and mutual respect between
our two companies that will carry us a long way in the
future.

WE KNOW THAT YOU ARE A BIG LOVER OF
ANIMALS (Daniele often sends us cute pictures of
cats and dogs that he takes in Italy). WHEN WE
WERE CREATING OUR ANIMAL-THEMED LINE
OF WOOD PELLET PRODUCTS, WE IMMEDIATELY THOUGHT THAT YOU WOULD LOVE
THEM! WHICH OF THE ANIMAL-THEMED
BRANDS DO YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS LIKE
BEST?
We wanted to insert wood shavings in our range of
products. Having done a lot of research, I decided to give
your animal bedding product a try, so we ordered a
truckload of it. Later on, our collaboration expanded into
wood pellets, and now we buy around 500 trucks per
year. None of this would have happened without Giedrė
(Giedrė Došienė, currently sales team leader at REDAL). It
was her professionalism, seriousness and a friendly and
honest manner of doing business that convinced me to
give your company a try. I never regretted this decision.

We started selling your animal-themed wood pellet
products around a year ago. The response from the
market is very positive. This new line of products is
unique in every sense of the word! According to our sales
data, the best-selling product is “The White Wolf”,
followed closely by “The Invincible Rabbit”. Non only do
end-customers ﬁnd these products very attractive in
terms of packaging, these products also represent an
excellent price/quality ratio.
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Comment from Giedrė Došienė
COULD YOU GIVE SOME ADVICE TO OTHER
DEALERS OF BIOFUEL PRODUCTS OPERATING
IN DIFFERENT MARKETS AND REGIONS? WHAT
SHOULD BE THE MAIN CRITERIA IN SELECTING
A SUPPLIER OF PRODUCTS LIKE WOOD
PELLETS AND WOOD BRIQUETTES?
Whatever choice you make, some time will have to pass
before you know for sure if you made the right decision.
You need at least a year to know what your partner is
truly like, what their weaknesses are, how they react to
unexpected challenges. If you want an advice that's
bullet proof, I can give you one immediately: choose
REDAL, and reap the beneﬁts!

THANK YOU, DANIELE.
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When Daniele contacted us for the ﬁrst time, I was
only in my second year at REDAL, working as a sales
manager for the Italian market. Today I am the
company's sales team leader. Looking back, I think
that working alongside Daniele, who is one of our
top clients, has really helped me grow as a
professional. On the one hand, he's a tough
negotiator whom you can learn from as you go. On
the other hand, he's very kind and helpful. For
example, he would always tell me if I made a
mistake in Italian, and these remarks of his really
helped take my Italian to the next level. As sales
professionals, we also give each other tips on
diﬀerent sales strategies. So, not only did our
relationship translate into great business for both
REDAL and Pellet Centro Italia, but it also helped us
individually as professionals.

CERTIFICATES
As rangers of the biofuel market, we care deeply about
our commitments to the clients, and the environment.
To honor these commitments, we have achieved
prestigious and universally recognized certiﬁcates for
both our products, and our business processes.
ISO certiﬁcation applies to our commitment to great
customer service, environmental protection, and work
safety. Whereas our biofuel products carry sectorspeciﬁc certiﬁcates like ENplus A1/A2, DINplus, and FSC.
In every step, we see it as our top priority to protect our
mother Earth. This means not only adhering to the basic
principles of waste sorting and energy conservation. At
REDAL, we are also committed to sourcing biomass only
from trustworthy and transparent manufacturers
applying their trade in healthy and sustainable forests.
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AN IDEA WHISPERED
BY THE SPHINX
How a Workation in Egypt Helped Improve our Business Model
For the entirety of 2018, everybody at REDAL was
working with extra motivation in the back of their
minds. Our biofuel market rangers were promised by
the management that – if all result targets for 2018
were met – the entire team would go on a company
retreat. Management kept the promise and took us all
to sunny Egypt (Jaz Mirabel Beach Resort) where we
spent a week from 26Apr2019 to 4May2019.

We don't know what brought it on (the magic of the Red
Sea, the hypnotic powers of the Sphinx, or perhaps the
inspirational powers of badass margaritas?) but
something amazing happened during the trip. We
were struck by an idea that is now transforming our
business for the better. But let's start from the
beginning.
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Friday
Thirsty for a Party
You know, Friday was supposed to be a chill day. Rest up
after the ﬂight, grab some dinner, go to bed early, and
wake up ready to work. But you know how it goes. The
ﬁrst day on a trip usually somehow ends up being the
most rock 'n' roll of them all. The rangers were thirsty for a
party, and party they did until the wee hours: lots of
games, challenges, dances and laughter.

Saturday
Stop-Start-Continue
Because the rangers had to sleep in, the morning
meeting was pushed to 10.00 am. The ﬁrst order of
business was to establish the rules and objectives of our
week-long workation. While the week was packed with
fun outdoor activities, we also had plenty of work to do.
The main objective of the retreat was to identify new
paradigm-shifting ways to grow the company, and to
achieve new major breakthroughs in sales. We used the
Stop-Start-Continue game to set the brainstorming
session in motion.

Monday-Tuesday
Hard Workers
Back to work. The biofuel market never sleeps, whether
we are working at our oﬃce in Lithuania, or enjoying
ourselves in Egypt. This meant that, during the ﬁrst part
of the day, we had to follow our routines and make sure
our clients, suppliers and partners were attended to.
After all immediate aﬀairs had been taken care of, we
proceeded with our teambuilding sessions which
included a variety of games and exercises meant to
improve our eﬃciency and teamwork capacities. We
would conclude our working days by returning to the
Stop-Start-Continue exercise. While a lot of small-scale
proposals were made (and later adopted), we were still
looking for the big idea that could really scale our
business up.

Wednesday
Labour Day in the Middle of the Sea

The team was divided into smaller groups, each of which
had to discuss the following questions: Which of our
current business practices should be ceased? What new
initiatives should be taken up? And which good practices
must be preserved and continued? While a lot of great
ideas had been proposed, we decided to leave the
discussion open and revisit it a later time in the week. Our
ﬁrst full day in Egypt was concluded with an evening
programme of role playing games at the hotel
amphitheatre.

Since 1 May is a holiday in most of the European
countries, our team of biofuel rangers had an
opportunity to do some exploring. Early in the morning
we took a breathtaking cruise to the Red Sea. While the
others enjoyed themselves on board the ship, the
bravest of the rangers dived into the depths of the sea to
explore its mysterious fauna and ﬂora. After the ship had
returned to the shore, the party continued back in the
hotel where we enjoyed an afternoon full of sunbathing
and splashing in the pools.

Sunday
Pure Hedonism
Sunday was all about pleasure: sunbathing, pool fun, and
sightseeing. The day was rounded oﬀ with an evening
concert by local performers.
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Thursday

Thursday
The Big Breakthrough
Thursday was deﬁnitely the most productive day of our
week in Egypt. Having kicked the day oﬀ by attending to
our immediate work tasks, we later sat down for our
concluding discussion on strategic business objectives
and paradigm-shifting ideas. It was during this session
that a new idea was proposed. What if we could increase
our exports of wood pellets to Western Europe to
shiploads? Instead of moving the product in trucks, we
could scale our operation up by employing ships to
export our wood pellets by thousands of tons.
We spent hours debating the idea. In the end, however,
we realized that we could not think of any argument
against the idea, only of obstacles that could be
overcome. And so it was decided that, as soon as we
were back home, we would focus our energies on
implementing the Wide Waters mission (which was the
code name we had given for our new strategic objective).
The team was in high spirits. And it was now time to
conclude our workation week on a high note. The closing
party took place at the hotel's amphitheatre and
featured a memorable Mister Jaz Mirabel competition
(which was won by our CEO Edvardas Karžinauskas).

Retrospective
At the time of writing this piece, eight months have
passed since our trip to Egypt. To this day, we still talk
about it at the oﬃce as the most amazing experience
that we all shared together. But it gets even better. We
closed the year 2019 by selling our ﬁrst-ever shipload
(3.000 tons) of wood pellets to a client in France. “I must
say that our workation experiment was a great success,”
said Mr. Karžinauskas, “Not only did it help strengthen
the emotional ties between team members, it also
helped us take a step back from our routines and think
about our organization and growth potential from a
fresh perspective”. To thank the entire team of REDAL for
their eﬀorts in implementing the Wide Waters mission,
the management has already promised a second
company retreat that is scheduled for 2020.
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HOW WE FOUND OUR WHY
To Reveal the True Purpose of Your Company You Need to Think about Others

Reading, they say, is the mother of all skills. Whichever
line of work you're in, you'd be fooling yourself thinking
you have nothing more to learn. REDAL has always
been a company of keen readers as evidenced by our
in-house library that is full of the most inﬂuential
books on sales, teamwork, negotiations, personal
growth, etc.

T h e c o m p a n y 's g e n e ra l m a n a g e r E d v a rd a s
Karžinauskas encourages employees to use the library
whenever it ﬁts them: “It may sound counterintuitive,
but an afternoon spent in this library can sometimes
be more productive than actually working on one's
routine tasks.” This is a story about how one book in
this library helped us get a better grasp of the true
purpose of our company.

What, How, Why

uttered honestly, such words have the power to win the
client over because a deeper – almost spiritual –
connection is being forged between the two parties.

Of all the authors that are available in our library, one had
a particularly strong impact on our team. That author is
Simon Sinek. He has written extensively on workplace
happiness and motivation. While we can't do full justice
to Sinek's philosophy in this short piece, Sinek's key
message is that companies (just like individuals) must
discover their big WHY: their spiritual purpose for doing
what they do. Because, in his words, “People don't buy
WHAT you do; they buy WHY you do it.” Finding your WHY
is good for emotional wellbeing, and it's good for
business.

The Secret to Long-Term Trust

Imagine a construction company which is just like all
competing companies in all respects but one. They know
WHAT they do (building residential houses). They know
HOW they do it (technological advantages, unique
materials, etc.). The key diﬀerence, however, is that this
company also knows WHY they do it. Because they have a
purpose, they're both happier and more successful.
Imagine a prospective homeowner hearing this from a
builder: “I am in this business because nothing makes me
happier than seeing a new family move into a house I've
just built, seeing how children ﬁght over which room they
are going to live in, these are special moments”.
Now that is a strong Why! And it is way more eﬀective
than repeating the tired price/quality ratio clichés. If
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Nowadays especially, competition in all ﬁelds of business
is so ﬁerce that it's diﬃcult for a company to be uniquely
positioned (for a prolonged period of time) in the WHATs
and the HOWs. Sure, by oﬀering a high-quality product
for the best possible price you will make sales. If that is
the sole reason why clients buy from you, however, there
is always a risk that you will lose them once there's new
player in town oﬀering an even better price/quality ratio.
Long-standing relationships between buyers and sellers
are only possible if there's something deeper holding the
two parties together. When a company has a strong
WHY, it inspires loyalty, trust and aﬀection in its clients,
partners, and employees. Because WHY is never about
yourself – it's about how you beneﬁt the lives of others.
“We have always felt that most of our clients have values
and worldviews that are similar to our own,” explains Mr.
Karžinauskas, “We decided to employ the methodology
developed by Simon Sinek and his colleagues so that we
could put those values and worldviews down to paper
and use them as an extra source of daily motivation”.

Tribal Session
Most company websites feature sections that describe
the mission, vision and values of that organization. You
may have noticed that these descriptions are usually
bureaucratic and dull. In most cases, these descriptions
were prepared, internally or externally, by someone who
was simply assigned 'to ﬁll in' the missing parts of the new
website. Most people working for the company could
never recount the content of those cliché corporate
vision statements. And that's very sad because a
company without a genuine purpose is unlikely to be a
happy workplace.

We wanted to go a diﬀerent way. An organizational WHY
cannot be determined by an external party (e.g.
marketing agency), nor can it be single-handedly
enforced on the team by the boss in a top-down manner.
An organizational WHY must come from within the team.
Everybody should have an opportunity to speak his or
her mind. Following the method described by Sinek's
associates David Mead and Peter Docker in their book
'Find Your Why', we dedicated a full day for story-sharing.
During our tribal session, all employees were
encouraged to speak out in relation to these questions
and tasks:

Tell speciﬁc stories of when you have felt most proud to work for this organization.
 In each of your stories, what was the speciﬁc contribution your organization made to
the lives of others?
 What did the contributions of your organization allow others to go on to do or be?


While these are tough questions that require time and eﬀort to open up about, the results of this session have exceeded
our expectations. After all the stories had been shared, we identiﬁed the main themes and used them to formulate our new
WHY statement. In the end, we came up with our organization's constitution which includes our big WHY and our HOWs.
The document is available in the following pages.
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REDAL “WHY”
Why we do what we do

WE BELIEVE IN FREEDOM.
It Inspires us to Grow.

WE ARE THE FUEL
that Ignites Others to Strive for More.

Our WHY is to warm up the lives of others
and to always set the best example, so that
others can get inspired to enjoy their work, to
think freely, and to set and achieve new
ambitious objectives.
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REDAL “HOW”
How we do it

PUSHERS OF CHANGE
Market trends are not iron laws. They are
opportunities to be diﬀerent. Be a pusher of
change, not a pushover. It is only outside the
comfort zone that you will discover a space for
courage, originality and value creation.

1

EXTRA MILE

2

Every problem is a chance to demonstrate how
much you care. Whether it's a crisis or a conﬂict
situation, this is your chance to expand your
thinking and use outside-the-box solutions
to solidify relationships with other parties.

MEANINGFUL FREEDOM
Freedom is to be cherished and enjoyed.
Freedom, however, also requires responsibility.
Because a free person who does not grow and
who does not create is no better than a slave.
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TRIBAL SPIRIT

4

Before acting, always think about the needs of the tribe. While
seeking to excel at your tasks, you should also ﬁnd a minute to
help others be better at their tasks. The possibilities for better
internal collaboration are endless. A united tribe is stronger than
the arithmetic sum of its parts.

UNBREAKABLE RELATIONSHIPS
Behind every business partner there is an actual
person with authentic ideas, emotions, and life
experiences. We should always remember and
appreciate this human element. That's a must if
we want to contribute to creating a better world.
By appreciating others as whole persons, we can
rest assured that, in an hour of trouble, we'll be
surrounded by friends.

TRAMPOLINE OF BOOKS

6
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We are a company of readers. Books, we believe,
have the power to expand the boundaries of
thought and imagination. It is only through new
ideas that we can sustain our growth as a
company. It is only through new thinking patterns
that we can create a better world for future
generations. Reading is the start of all change.
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5

IDEAS WITH WINGS

7

A good idea is a shared idea. Feel free and encouraged to share
your thoughts and discoveries not only with your colleagues, but
also with our clients and business partners. While conducting
business transactions, we should also help our friends and
partners grow by sharing our knowledge. Learn new ideas to
enrich your mind, and share them to enrich the lives of others.

WARMEST MISSION
When promoting and selling our products, we naturally think and talk
about their price, quality, and characteristics. What's also important,
however, is to remember and to emphasize their sacred purpose:
biofuel products give people the gift of warmth. There is no mission
as sacred as the bringing of warmth to the people.

8

DOOR TO HAPPINESS

9

Sometimes it's important to step back away from both our work
and our personal lives. Sometimes we all need to remember that
the door to happiness opens to the outside. By giving care and
attention to people in need we ﬁll our own hearts with
superhuman powers.

COLLECTIVE MEMORY
We tell each other stories about our common past
and experiences. We ﬁnd meaning in celebrating
shared memories and in telling our stories to
newcomers. Because there is no greater glue to keep
us together than our collective memory.

10
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SHE'S ONLY 21, BUT SHE SELLS
WOOD PELLETS BY THE SHIPLOAD
Q&A with REDAL’s Rising Star Emilija Pukevičiūtė
This is a story of a 21-year old girl who thought she
wasn't ready for a serious oﬃce job but ended up
excelling at it. Just two years ago, Emilija was still at
school. A year ago, she was working as a shopping
assistant at a local super market. Today, she's a rock
star at REDAL!

As a matter of fact, if it wasn't for Emilija, we probably
wouldn't have pulled oﬀ one of our biggest single deals
yet, a 3000-ton shipload of wood pellets sold to a
French client. Thanks to Emilija, our wood pellets will
be used to warm up the entire city of Paris.

EMILIJA, WE ARE VERY GLAD TO HAVE YOU ON
BOARD. WE KNOW, HOWEVER, THAT YOU WERE
RELUCTANT TO JOIN REDAL IN THE BEGINNING.
CAN YOU TELL US THE STORY?

day. And that's when I got cold feet... I didn't trust my
French skills. And the prospect of working at an oﬃce
sounded oﬀ-putting to me at the time. I was 20, and I
thought of myself as a free-spirited rebel, so why in the
world would I take a boring job at an oﬃce? Although now
it seems very childish to me, I decided to ignore all
subsequent calls from the head-hunters. And they
called, and called until they lost hope. A few months later,
they called again, and I actually forgot that I was
supposed to ignore that number, ha ha… the agent
somehow persuaded me to come to an interview. And
the rest, as they say, is history. Since the 1st of October
2018, I have been working at REDAL.

When I was still at school, I would always tell my
classmates and teachers that I could never work in an
oﬃce. My dream was to become an actress. After I had
graduated from school, however, I decided that, before
any kind of dream chasing, I should ﬁrst get on my feet
ﬁnancially. So, I moved to Šiauliai (that's where REDAL is
based) and took a part-time job as a clothing sales
assistant. I got good at it, and was usually on the top of
the store's monthly sales rankings.

AND THAT'S WHEN OUR HEAD-HUNTERS
APPROACHED YOU, RIGHT?
That's right. I got a call from REDAL's head-hunting agent
who somehow found out about both my French
language skills and my performance as a fashion sales
assistant. They asked me if I would be interested in
applying for the position of French market sales manager
at a biofuel company. We agreed to have a call the next
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YOU DID REALLY WELL AT THAT JOB INTERVIEW.
WHAT WON US OVER WAS YOUR GENUINE
ENTHUSIASM AND YOUR GREAT FRENCH
LANGUAGE SKILLS. BY THE WAY, WHAT MADE
YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOUT TAKING AN
OFFICE POSITION?
Thank you. I guess it was the atmosphere. I saw a lot of
young people who were all smiling and didn't at all look
like the image of oﬃce zombies I had in my head. A funny

story: during my interview, I mistook our CEO Edvardas
for an IT guy... That's probably because he's so young,
and he looks nothing like your typical grumpy boss.

MOST LITHUANIAN SCHOOL GRADUATES GAVE
A GOOD GRASP OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
BUT VERY FEW HAVE A WORKING KNOWLEDGE
OF FRENCH. WHERE AND HOW DID YOU LEARN
THE FRENCH LANGUAGE?
English was the main foreign language taught at my
school. As you know, however, from the 6th grade
onwards we must also take classes in the second foreign
language. While most of my classmates chose Russian,
my preference was to learn French. Thanks to an
excellent teacher I had, I fell in love with this language and
with French culture in general. After ﬁnishing the 11th
grade, I took a summer job in southern France which was
crucial for putting my basic language knowledge to
practical use. In later years, having developed a deep
passion for this country, I have taken every opportunity I
could to visit France. You can, therefore, imagine how
happy I am to have found a job that keeps me in daily
contact with people from my dream country.

YOU HAVE BEEN WITH REDAL FOR OVER A YEAR
NOW. CAN YOU TELL THE READERS OF OUR
CATALOGUE A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR
RESPONSIBILITIES?
I am a sales manager for the markets of France and
Belgium. My job is to look for new buyers in these
countries while also keeping all existing partners happy.
My biggest accomplishment yet was to help negotiate a
big wood pellet deal with a France-based global energy
trading company.

YOU HAVE ALSO VOLUNTEERED TO ASSUME
OTHER ROLES AT THE COMPANY. TELL US
ABOUT YOUR FAMOUS NEWSLETTERS AND
OTHER TEAM-BUILDING INITIATIVES.

I wanted to play a role in making our oﬃce life as colourful
as possible. That's why I teamed up with my colleague
Gytis from the purchasing department to write these
experimental internal newsletters that were meant to
raise the spirits at the oﬃce. The experiment became a
tradition. Every Friday, my colleagues receive a fun
newsletter where I reﬂect on the most exciting events
that happened in the oﬃce over a week. We've also
launched REDAL TV news which report on the latest
oﬃce happenings and dramas in a video format. I am
very happy that my colleagues seem to enjoy this type of
laid-back content. I believe that the more fun we have as
a team the stronger we become in doing our work.

SO, IS IT SAFE TO SAY THAT YOU'VE CHANGED
YOUR MIND ABOUT OFFICE WORK?
Yes, sir! I guess that in the end oﬃce life is what you make
it to be. Before I took this job, I imagined oﬃce workers as
unhappy zombies who have zero passion for their work
and who always do boring stuﬀ glued to their computer
screens. And maybe that's true for some other
companies, but not for REDAL. Even though we work
really hard, our oﬃce is always full of smiles and positive
vibes. What characterizes our oﬃce life best is a team
spirit that is truly empowering. My colleagues go out of
their way to make me feel strong and motivated. And we
always support each other if anything goes wrong.
REDAL is an excellent environment for ambitious and
hungry young professionals like me. My role model at the
company is my direct superior Giedrė (REDAL sales team
leader) who has spent remarkable amounts of time in my
development as a sales manager. While she always
makes sure to congratulate me on my accomplishments,
she also makes a point that I can do even better the next
time. That's the kind of leadership and motivation that
inspires you to keep on growing. I am very lucky to be
where I am today: not a lot of people have been
presented with an opportunity like this immediately after
graduating from school. And now you even take
interviews from me!

Comment from
Edvardas Karžinauskas, CEO
Emilija is wrong in thinking that luck had anything to
do with her success at REDAL. From the ﬁrst day,
Emilija showed everybody that she was mature and
intelligent beyond her years. She's a hard-working,
creative and intelligent young professional who is
defying all the negative myths associated with
generation Z. Not only is she excelling at her direct job
as a sales manager for France and Belgium, but she
has also brought a fresh boost of contagious energy
to our daily oﬃce life. Thank you, Emilija, for being
with us!
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PRODUCT CATALOGUE
Wood Pellets and Wood Briquettes
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WOOD PELLETS PRODUCTS
THE WHITE WOLF

SUPERIOR WOOD PELLETS
An old Cherokee saying has it that the
white wolf is peaceful and joyful, while
the black wolf is cruel and vicious. An
old Italian saying has it that bright
wood pellets are better than dark
ones. When it comes to excellent
heating performance, you can always
count on White Wolf’s superior bright
pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm

Humidity
<3,4%

Ash
<0,27%

Caloriﬁc value
>5,1 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >98,7%

Wood type
100% ﬁr

THE RED DEER

ROYAL WOOD PELLETS
Look, it’s the charming prince of the
forest! The red deer is always full of
grace. And, like proper royalty, the
deer wears antlers for a crown. A true
aristocrat indeed! If you seek royal
heating power for your home, you
can always count on Red Deer’s royal
wood pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm

Humidity
<4,4%

Ash
<0,27%

Caloriﬁc value
>5,1 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >99,1%

Wood type
100% ﬁr
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THE SIBERIAN GRIZZLY

FROSTY WINTER WOOD PELLETS
You will have to travel to the ends of
Siberia to encounter this majestic
animal. But once you do, you are
bound to make a friend. The Siberian
grizzly likes keeping company with
people. You, too, will now enjoy this
warm friendship, by heating your
home with Siberian Grizzly’s economical wood pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm

Humidity
<6,4%

Ash
>0,5%

Caloriﬁc value
>5 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >99,4%

Wood type
100% ﬁr

THE WISE FOX

GOLDEN WOOD PELLETS
The fox, they say, is the cunning
princess of the forest. She will outfox
every other animal. And she will
always ﬁnd the warmest hole in the
forest to call home! If you also want
your home to be warm and cozy, you
can always trust Wise Fox's golden
wood pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm
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Ash
>0,2%

Caloriﬁc value
>5,2 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >98,4%

Wood type
100% ﬁr

THE NOBLE BOAR

BUDGET FRIENDLY WOOD PELLETS
The boar embodies the virtues of a
simple and noble life. These unpretentious forest animals are peaceful
by nature, but will protect their young
no matter what. You can trust the
boar! Keep your family warm and well
with Noble Boar’s budget friendly
wood pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm

Humidity
<8%

Ash
<0,7%

Caloriﬁc value
>4,7 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >98%

Wood type
100% ﬁr

THE INVINCIBLE RABBIT

SUPER BARGAIN WOOD PELLETS
Whichever corner of Europe you travel
to, you will easily ﬁnd a rabbit jumping
about. This carrot-loving creature is
the ultimate survivor. All odds may be
against them, but the rabbits always
ﬁnd a way to outsmart their larger
foes. If you too are smarter than the
rest, you will enjoy warming up your
home with Invincible Rabbit’s super
bargain wood pellets.

Use in: all combustion systems and stoves.

Length
≤3,15 - 40 mm

Humidity
<10%

Ash
<1,2%

Caloriﬁc value
>4,6 kWh/kg

Diameter
6 mm

Mechanical
durability >97,5%

Wood type
100% ﬁr
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WOOD BRIQUETTES PRODUCTS
THE SLEEPY HEDGEHOG

PREMIUM QUALITY WOOD BRIQUETTES
Just like most of us, hedgehogs don’t much care for cold
weather. That’s why they spend their winters sleeping in
their cozy nests. And while we humans cannot sleep
away the entire winter, we can do the next best thing! We
can warm up our homes with the Sleepy Hedgehog’s
premium quality wood briquettes.

Use in: stoves, boilers, and furnaces.

Length
155 mm

Width
65 mm

Height
100 mm

Humidity
4,5%

Ash
0,3%

Caloriﬁc value
>5,3 kWh/kg

Wood type
100% birch

THE EUROPEAN TURTLE

BRICK-SHAPED WOOD BRIQUETTES
When we think of turtles, we usually think of exotic
faraway lands. We shouldn’t forget, however, that turtles
also inhabit Europe! The European pond turtle is cute as
a cupcake, yet tough as a brick. You can always rely on the
turtle! Keep your home warm and your wallet happy with
the European Turtle’s brick-shaped wood briquettes.

Use in: stoves, boilers, and furnaces.

Length
155 mm
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Height
100 mm

Humidity
6,6%

Ash
0,5%

Caloriﬁc value
>5,2 kWh/kg

Wood type
Mix

THE FEARLESS WEASEL

ULTIMATE-POWER WOOD BRIQUETTES
The bigger, the stronger? Don’t tell that to the weasel.
These tiny, cylinder-shaped creatures are the ultimate
predators. The secret to the weasel’s great powers is lots
of sleep and home time. If you too enjoy your time at
home, you better warm it up good with the Fearless
Weasel’s ultimate power, log-shaped wood briquettes.

Use in: ﬁreplaces, stoves, boilers, furnaces, barbecues.

Length
350 mm

Humidity
<8,1%

Ash
<0,4%

Caloriﬁc value
5,3 kWh/kg

Diameter
90 mm

Wood type
Hardwood/
Softwood

THE POETIC MOLE

ELEGANT-FLAME WOOD BRIQUETTES
The mole is the lord of the underground. An industrious
builder of tunnels. But did you know that the mole is also
a poet? After a day of digging, these hardworkers curl up
in their warm nests and reﬂect on the beauty of life. The
Poetic Mole’s pini-kay briquettes will warm up your home
through a beautiful and elegant ﬂame.

Use in: ﬁreplaces, stoves, boilers, furnaces, barbecues.

Length
230 mm

Humidity
6,1%

Ash
0,4%

Caloriﬁc value
5,27 kWh/kg

Wood type
Hardwood/
Softwood
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ABOUT
In Europe, biofuel travels westwards. Biofuel products like wood pellets and briquettes typically originate
in the densely-forested East, and end up being used to warm up the households of the West. REDAL is a
family-owned and environmentally-aware company that was founded with a mission to make the
westward ﬂow of biofuel as eﬃcient as possible. Situated in Lithuania, REDAL is ideally positioned and wellresourced to bridge the geographical, cultural and communication divides between Eastern suppliers and
Western buyers.
Oﬀering stable sales channels to Eastern suppliers and a full range of sharply-diﬀerentiated products to
Western buyers, REDAL brings a sense of ease, safety and predictability to your business operation. You
can send us on the hardest biofuel mission to the deepest of forests. And we will not come back empty.

SOURCES
Over the years, we have developed a rich supply network of contract manufacturers in the forested areas
of Europe including the eastern-most regions of the European Union, as well as Belarus, Ukraine and
Russia. Applying rigorous supplier selection criteria, we source biomass only from trustworthy and
transparent manufacturers applying their trade in healthy and sustainable forests only.

RANGE
Upon receiving diﬀerent varieties of raw biomass, REDAL converts it into a dynamic wood pellet product
portfolio. As rangers of the biofuel market, we are currently oﬀering six animal-themed wood pellets
products (The Wise Fox, The Siberian Grizzly, The Invincible Rabbit, The White Wolf, The Red Deer, The
Noble Boar) that represent diﬀerent product characteristics and price levels. REDAL also oﬀers a clearly
structured range of wood briquette products (The Fearless Weasel, The Poetic Mole, The European Turtle,
The Sleepy Hedgehog).

DESTINATION
Packaged for comfortable household use, REDAL products are delivered to our dealers in Italy, Germany,
United Kingdom, France, Belgium and other Western European countries. Our dealership network
includes distributor companies, retail chains and privately-owned stores. Equipped with an in-house team
of multiple language speaking account managers, REDAL is appreciated by European businesses for
excellent and prompt language-friendly service.

A D D R E S S DA U B O S 9 , 7 8 1 5 0 S I A U L I A I , L I T H U A N I A
OFFICE PHONE (+370) 41 502 154

E M A I L I N F O @ R E DA L . E U
W E B S I T E W W W . R E DA L . E U
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